Bringing more sunshine into the world
Deeds for Needs streamlines the volunteering process, offering a single platform for both
organizations and interested helpers to seek out opportunities that best fit their unique
interests and needs. We connect University of Wisconsin-Madison students with local
charitable groups that best suit them, ensuring that people are serving organizations that
match their personal values and passions, creating a mutually beneficial relationship for all

Meet your match
•

Survey technology analyzes
user personalities, preferences and interests
• Matches volunteers with
like-minded organizations
• Promotes a more positive,
meaningful experience

Revenue
•

Rewards system

Deeds for Needs is a nonprofit
organization
• Sustained through generous
donations from local philanthropists and a grassroots
Kickstarter fundraising initiative

•

Earn prizes for consistent engagement with our service
• Merchandise and resources
for the organization of your
choosing unlocked depending
on level of involvement
• Improves volunteer return
rate and promotes effective
service

We’re different

We operate according to the specific needs of every unique individual and charitable
organization, working to inspire users to bring light to all people and communities they
touch

Connection

Single platform

Thoughtful work done on behalf of worthy organizations provides college students with a stressfree outlet that provides meaningful outcomes for
them and the organizations they serve. We are the
bridge that provides the necessary information on
these opportunities and the means of finding the
perfect fit

Our service solves the current fragmented nature of the volunteer process. Instead of people
independently searching for organizations to give
back to, we provide a comprehensive list of all
available opportunities in one convenient portal.
Additionally, we level the playing field for organizations by giving equal standing to all, regardless
of their level of notoriety or status as a national
brand

Always here

We are always relevant. The inherent instinct to connect with others and give back when
possible is rooted in human nature. Deeds for Needs helps you achieve one of life’s fundamental purposes: living a happy, healthy, fulfilling life and sharing it with those around you

